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Abstract—When software developers fail to coordinate, build failures, duplication of work, schedule slips and software defects can result. However, developers are often unaware when they need to coordinate, and existing methods and tools that help make developers aware of their coordination needs do not provide timely or efficient recommendations. We describe our techniques to identify timely and efficient coordination recommendations, which we developed and evaluated in a study of coordination needs in the Mylyn software project. We describe how data obtained from tools that capture developer actions within their Integrated Development Environment (IDE) as they occur can be used to timely identify coordination needs; we also describe how properties of tasks and machine learning can focus coordination recommendations to those that are more critical to the developers to reduce information overload and provide more efficient recommendations. We motivate our techniques through developer interviews and report on our quantitative analysis of coordination needs in the Mylyn project. Our results imply that by leveraging IDE logging facilities, properties of tasks and machine learning techniques awareness tools could make developers aware of critical coordination needs in a timely way. We conclude by discussing implications for software engineering research and tool design.
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1 INTRODUCTION

SOFTWARE developers often work on tasks in parallel when working on large projects. Technical dependencies between tasks can result in coordination needs between the developers. When those developers are unaware or do not obtain timely awareness [27] of the coordination that is required to manage their work dependencies (their coordination needs), there is potential for problems with respect to software productivity or quality [10], [60]. Studies have found that unfulfilled coordination needs can result in an increase in task resolution time, an increase in software faults, build failures, redundant work, and schedule slips [12], [19], [21], [24]. Therefore, awareness of coordination needs can be critical.

To provide the most benefits, awareness must be both timely and efficient. Awareness is timely if coordination needs are made known as they emerge, while development is still underway. Without timely awareness, developers may continue to work in isolation, without recognizing and acting on their coordination needs. Awareness is efficient if the recommendations on coordination needs (1) minimize information overload and (2) are easily understood by the developers. Without efficient recommendations, developers may incur additional and unnecessary coordination overhead. There are no existing methods or tools that provide both timely and efficient awareness of coordination needs to developers.

In this paper, we describe techniques to provide timely and efficient coordination recommendations. Our techniques leverage logging facilities that capture developers’ actions in their Integrated Development Environments (IDE) as they occur to automatically detect developer coordination needs. We developed our techniques in an extensive study of coordination needs of one software project, the Mylyn development project. The Mylyn project was a useful case to study because Mylyn is the most well-known and widely used software development support tool that, to fulfill its own purposes, records all developer IDE interactions as they occur. The Mylyn development team makes routine use of the Mylyn tool and, thus, its repository provides a large dataset of logged developer actions for analysis. Other examples of tools that capture developer actions as they occur within an IDE are Tasktop Dev and Cubeon.

We used the data available from IDE logging for timely coordination recommendations in our Proximity method [8]. Statistical analysis proved that Proximity’s recommendations were timely, but its recommendations are not efficient. Proximity identifies coordination needs between pairs of developers which can result in information overload on large teams [11], [20]. Further, its recommendations can be unclear for developers since developers often work on multiple tasks in parallel and the recommendations do not identify the tasks that need coordination.

To understand how to produce efficient coordination recommendations, we interviewed developers. Following their advice, we (1) modified the original Proximity concept to identify coordination needs between pairs of tasks instead of developers, and (2) sought to minimize coordi-
nation recommendations to those that are more critical to developers. To identify ways to focus on the more critical coordination needs, we used content analysis and manual coding techniques in an in-depth repository analysis of task reports and developers’ associated discussions.

This analysis led us to leverage properties of tasks and the software artifacts edited for the tasks. We developed ProximityML [6], which uses machine learning techniques on Proximity scores and these task properties to identify the more critical coordination needs between task pairs. We found ProximityML to be timely and efficient.

Overall, the contributions of this work include:
1. We report on a study of coordination and coordination needs in which we used developer interviews, repository data and statistical analysis to conceptualize timely and efficient coordination needs.
2. We show that logging of developer actions within their IDE can support timely, automatic and non-intrusive coordination recommendations.
3. We provide quantitative evidence that properties of tasks and their associated artifacts can be used to identify the more critical coordination needs.
4. We describe machine learning techniques to identify timely and efficient coordination recommendations.

Our previous conference publications reported on some elements of this work [6], [8]; however, this paper introduces numerous extensions to our work and provides a full overview of our techniques and their development through the study of coordination needs of the Mylyn team. Specifically this paper extends our previous publications by describing: (1) the motivation for our techniques through developer interviews, (2) a method for evaluating and understanding developers’ critical coordination needs through content analysis and manual coding, (3) improved machine learning techniques and consideration of different task properties in ProximityML that improved the precision of our results from 0.09 to 0.77, and (4) further evaluation of our results by considering an additional research question focusing on the reliability and timeliness of ProximityML.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Importance of Coordination in Software Engineering

Large software projects have many work dependencies [65]. Dependencies between tasks can lead to coordination needs between the task assignees [12], [24], [40], and these work dependencies must be managed [13], [40], [67]. Initially, research focused on ways to streamline the technical dependencies between modules as a way to maximize task parallelism [2], [60], [70]. However, it is not possible to eliminate all dependencies. Therefore, research began to focus on ways to satisfy, as opposed to reduce, work dependencies through coordination [40].

It has been found that a decrease in communication, the main form of coordination in software teams [47], can cause team members to be unaware of work dependencies resulting in coordination problems [23], [33], [39]. Missed coordination can result in build failures, duplication of work, schedule slips and software defects [12], [19], [21], [24]. On the other hand, it has been shown that aligning software teams based on the tasks they must complete can bring about productivity benefits [15], [49] and communication can reduce integration problems [38]. Coordination, therefore, has important effects on software quality and productivity.

Even if developers are willing to coordinate, they may often be unaware of their coordination needs. Maintaining awareness of coordination needs can be especially difficult when teams are geographically distributed [37]. Even in collocated teams, keeping aware of coordination needs is difficult since developers’ coordination needs are often fluid and change throughout development [22].

2.2 Providing Awareness of Coordination Needs

There are two existing methods of providing awareness of coordination needs: configuration management conflict detection and Coordination Requirements detection. We first define and review the concepts of timeliness and efficiency from existing literature before we discuss the timeliness and efficiency of these methods.

Timeliness. Timeliness is a key requirement for presenting awareness information [30], [35], [42], [55], [63], [68]. Timeliness is important because awareness is only valuable if it is obtained when the information is useful. For example, becoming aware of a coordination need is only beneficial if the coordination need still exists. In the words of a senior developer that we interviewed, “If you find out next week that you should have talked to this guy last week, that’s not helpful.” We define timely as occurring while development is underway. With timely awareness of coordination needs, developers can act upon and resolve their coordination needs as they surface to reap the proven productivity and quality benefits.

Efficiency. Gutwin and Greenburg [34] note that awareness can make coordination more efficient. Of course, the awareness must be accurate. Further, to create efficiency, awareness must provide “the appropriate amount of information, relevant to the user’s sphere of activity [4].” We, therefore, consider three characteristics of the coordination needs in defining efficiency: the accuracy of the recommendations, the amount of information and the relevance to the user’s current activity. Methods that notify developers of a large number of coordination needs risk information overload [41], [69]. Many recommendations force developers to take time away from development to sift through large amounts of data, which is inefficient. Likewise, methods that do not provide details such as which tasks or files another developer is working on may not provide enough details to enable developers to relate the coordination need to their current task and efficiently act on their coordination needs. Developers are left to understand the source of the coordination need on their own. Therefore, efficient awareness must be accurate and reduce the number of recommendations while providing enough details on each coordination need for it to be easily understood.
2.2.1 Configuration Management Conflict Detection

Configuration management conflict detection tools, like Palantir [64] and CollabVS [25], were the first to attempt to provide awareness of coordination needs. They alert developers of possible conflicts by providing alerts when other developers are making changes to the files they are currently modifying in their local workspace.

While these methods are timely, their notifications are incomplete. They monitor the changes developers are making in their local workspaces and provide notifications when development is underway. However, they do not identify all indirect conflicts that can occur when changes in one file affect another file. Therefore, they do not provide a comprehensive view of coordination needs.

These methods are also inefficient. They risk information overload since they provide notification of every potential conflict at the source code level, and any concurrent modification will generate a notification regardless of complexity. This amount of information can be distracting for developers and is likely to contain a high number of trivial conflicts and false positives. This is inefficient since developers must sift through a large number of notifications to determine which conflicts really matter.

2.2.2 Coordination Requirement Detection

Cataldo et al. [12] were the first to introduce a framework for establishing a comprehensive view of coordination needs between developers. Their method performs matrix multiplication on task assignments and task dependencies to quantify the need to coordinate between developers working on dependent tasks in what they called Coordination Requirements. Coordination Requirements are a computable approximation of the coordination needs that occur in software development projects. Although many awareness tools [3], [24], [56], [62] have been created based on this method, its computations rely on commit data. This commit data is typically available only towards the end of the development work for a task, so the awareness this approach provides is not timely.

This method is also inefficient since it establishes Coordination Requirements between pairs of developers. Recent studies [11], [20] found that tools that recommend which developers should coordinate risk information overload on large teams. In addition, providing information only on which developers should coordinate may not enable developers to efficiently act on their coordination needs. Since developers are often working on multiple tasks in parallel, coordination needs at the developer level may encompass the work dependencies of many tasks. This puts the burden on the developers to identify what to coordinate about and introduces inefficiency.

There are, therefore, no existing methods that compute coordination recommendations (as approximations of coordination needs) that are both timely and efficient. In addition, the method that is timely does not produce a comprehensive view of coordination needs. Our research intends to fill this gap and is guided by the following research questions:

RQ1: Can a comprehensive set of coordination recommendations be identified in a timely way?

RQ2: Can a smaller set of more efficient coordination recommendations be identified?

RQ3: Can this smaller set of more efficient coordination recommendations be identified in a timely way?

3 DEVELOPING TECHNIQUES FOR TIMELY AND EFFICIENT COORDINATION NEED DETECTION

3.1 Methodology

To answer our research questions, we performed an extensive study of the coordination data and developers’ coordination needs in the Mylyn software project. We followed an iterative process of technique design, development and evaluation. Our research methods included interviews with Mylyn developers, in-depth analysis of coordination needs from the project repository, and statistical validation of our techniques. An overview of how our techniques were developed is depicted in Fig. 1.

Mylyn is a tool that transforms a developer’s IDE to a task-centric view to make context switching between tasks easier. For this, Mylyn records all developer IDE interactions as they occur. These events are stored as context data for the task in focus. The techniques we developed use data on developer actions, which we obtained from the Mylyn plugin [44]. The Mylyn developers make routine use of the Mylyn plugin and use the bug-tracking database, Bugzilla, to define and assign developer tasks. We refer to Bugzilla change requests as tasks. The team documents all task details on the Bugzilla task report and uses these reports as a form of coordination.

We analyzed eight releases of the Mylyn project, releases 2.0 to 3.3, which spanned nearly three years of development. Each release lasted three to nine months. There were 51 contributors over all eight releases, with up to 32 contributors active during a release. Over the eight releases, there were 1,127 change requests that had both Mylyn context data and commit data. We determined the
time of development for a change request by the artifact selection and edit activity obtained through the Mylyn context data attached to the Bugzilla record.

RQ1: Can a comprehensive set of coordination recommendations be identified in a timely way? To address our first research question, we developed Proximity [8], a technique that identifies coordination needs between pairs of developers by leveraging logging facilities that monitor and record fine-grained actions developers take within their IDEs. We evaluated the accuracy and timeliness of Proximity scores relative to the Coordination Requirements of Cataldo et al.’s method [12]. This method was used for comparison since it is the most well known method for detecting coordination needs, and many awareness tools are based on this method. Proximity considers developer actions as they occur by utilizing IDE logging facilities, while the Cataldo et al. approach considers developer modification activity after development is mostly complete by examining commit records. We refer to the Cataldo et al.’s computed Coordination Requirements as CCRs throughout the remainder for brevity.

We found Proximity’s recommendations of coordination needs between pairs of developers to be accurate and timely. However, we also observed that the recommendations were not efficient since considering coordination needs between pairs of developers can result in information overload [11], [20] and recommendations which only note which developers must coordinate can be vague when developers are working on multiple tasks in parallel. Proximity is described in Section 3.2.

RQ2: Can a smaller set of more efficient coordination recommendations be identified? We conducted semi-structured interviews with six developers of the Mylyn project to gain a deep understanding on coordination needs (Section 3.3.1). Our interviewees recommended identifying coordination needs between pairs of tasks (instead of developers) since tasks are their unit of work. Further, they said the number of recommendations must be minimized to those coordination needs that are more critical to the developers. We explored techniques to address each recommendation: to identify coordination needs between pairs of tasks, we modified Proximity (Section 3.3.2); to minimize the number of coordination recommendations, we performed a thorough analysis of coordination needs resulting in a deep understanding of how to focus on more critical coordination needs (Section 3.3.3). Our analysis involved the following:

- Identify a set of the more critical coordination needs experienced by the team through content analysis and manual coding [48] of the task records; these coordination needs served as our ground truth for evaluation of our resulting technique, ProximityML. We developed a coding scheme, which details scoring criteria, for this analysis. The coding scheme was verified through interviews with Mylyn developers
- Conceptualize measures of criticality of coordination needs using task duration and complexity.
- Analyze properties of the critical coordination needs experienced by the team to find ways to automatically identify only the more critical coordination needs.

This analysis resulted in a set of properties of the development tasks and the software artifacts manipulated during the completion of those tasks that can be used to distinguish between critical and trivial coordination needs. To answer RQ2, we developed ProximityML, a technique that uses machine learning on Proximity scores in combination with these properties to efficiently identify coordination needs (Section 3.3.4). We evaluated the accuracy (Section 3.3.4.1.1) and criticality (Section 3.3.4.1.2) of the resulting coordination recommendations using the ground truth established through content analysis and manual coding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Question</th>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ1</td>
<td>Develop Proximity</td>
<td>Statistical analysis. (1) Accuracy: Compare Proximity to CCRs through correlations and precision/recall. (2) Timeliness: Compare time of detection of Proximity and CCRs with Probability Density functions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2</td>
<td>What is Efficacy?</td>
<td>Semi-structured interviews with six developers of the Mylyn project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In-depth Study of Mylyn Critical Coordination Needs</td>
<td>Content analysis and manual coding of 350 task pairs to identify set of critical coordination needs experienced by the team.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop ProximityML</td>
<td>Statistical analysis of task properties comparing properties of critical coordination needs to task pairs without critical coordination needs through Chi-Square and Mann-Whitney Tests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ3</td>
<td>Develop ProximityML</td>
<td>Statistical analysis. (1) Accuracy: Compare ProximityML to ground truth established through content analysis and manual coding through precision/recall. Cross-validation of classifier. (2) Criticality: Analysis of change size and task duration of resulting recommendations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1**

**SUMMARY OF RESEARCH METHODS AND VALIDATION STEPS.**
RQ3: Can this smaller set of more efficient coordination recommendations be identified in a timely way? Finally, we evaluated ProximityML’s reliability (Section 3.4.1) and timeliness (Section 3.4.2) to ensure that the addition of machine learning and additional properties did not affect the timeliness provided by the Proximity algorithm. For this analysis, we streamed pre-collected data, one event at a time, to replicate the actual progression of development work and the live collection of the data. We identified when ProximityML identified each coordination recommendation. We compared ProximityML’s detection of the coordination need with the time the need was recognized by the team and the start of overlapping work.

Table 1 summarizes the validation steps for each of the three research questions.

### 3.2 Timely Detection of Coordination Needs: Proximity

**RQ1: Can a comprehensive set of coordination recommendations be identified in a timely way?**

We developed Proximity [8], a method that computes timely coordination needs between software developers using IDE logging data. Proximity is timelier than the existing Coordination Requirement detection methods because, instead of obtaining data from commits, it monitors the actions developers take in their IDE as they occur. When a developer looks at or edits an artifact in their IDE, the Mylyn framework captures that action. The actions are collected non-intrusively while the developers work and are stored as context data for the task in focus.

Proximity looks at artifact consultation and modification activities logged by Mylyn and weighs the overlap that exists between pairs of developers. It considers all actions recorded for each artifact in each developer’s working set in order to apply a numeric weight to that artifact’s Proximity contribution. Weights are applied based on the type of overlap where the most weight is given when an artifact is edited in both working sets (weight = 1) and the least is given when an artifact is simply consulted in both working sets (weight = 0.59). When an artifact is edited in one and consulted in the other working set, this is a mixed overlap (weight = 0.79). The weights are based on the weights Mylyn uses for its degree-of-interest model [44].

Fig. 2 illustrates an example Proximity computation. The algorithm computes the ratio of actual to potential overlap. Actual overlap is calculated as the intersection of the two working sets. In fig. 2, b.java has an actual overlap score of 0.79 because it was edited in developer X’s working set and consulted in developer Y’s working set. Potential overlap represents the maximum possible Proximity score had there been perfect overlap between the two sets of actions and is calculated as the union of the two working sets. In fig. 2, b.java has a potential overlap score of 1 since it was edited in one of the working sets.

Proximity outputs a score for each pair of developers indicating the strength of their coordination need. A score > 0 indicates a coordination need, and higher scores denote stronger coordination needs. Scores are scaled by the number of overlapping events to place greater weight on complex tasks that likely require coordination.

#### 3.2.1 Evaluation of Proximity

##### 3.2.1.1 Efficiency: Accuracy

To evaluate the accuracy of our Proximity scores, we calculated Proximity scores and CCRs for each pair of developers in each release. We performed a point-biserial correlation with Proximity scores and a binary vector denoting the presence of a CCR. Higher values of proximity correlate with the likelihood of a CCR (rho=0.55, p<0.001). We performed a Spearman correlation between the count of CCRs for each developer pair and the proximity scores (rho=0.69, p<0.001). We used a Spearman correlation because the data was not normally distributed. Both tests were statistically significant and showed strong positive correlations (results in Table 2).

We observed high levels of precision and recall when comparing against the CCRs (Table 3). Moreover, a thorough examination of the supposed false positives and false negatives revealed that Proximity can be even more accurate than CCRs. For example, we saw many cases where CCRs were not detected simply because work by one or both of the developers was never committed to the code base. However, Mylyn context events prove that those developers were, for some time, engaged in development on the very same artifacts - the epitome of a coordination need. In open source projects, where commit

---

**TABLE 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Rho</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spearman</td>
<td>2.4e-11</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point-biserial</td>
<td>4.9e-07</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42/58 = 0.72</td>
<td>42/46 = 0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 2. Proximity Algorithm Example.
access is limited to only a select few developers, Proximity produces coordination recommendations between the actual code contributors rather than incorrectly detecting coordination needs simply because a user committed someone else’s code contribution.

We also observed cases where CCRs were identified due to a technical dependency between two semantically unrelated tasks because they involved files that had been historically changed together by other developers often enough to cause a logical dependency to be established.

Additionally, the context events used in Proximity provide more granular information than is available from commit data. The Mylyn context data identifies the file name, class name and even the name of the class element (method or attribute) being consulted or edited. This allows Proximity to determine coordination needs more granularly, for example, to see whether two developers were working on the same area of code within a large file.

### 3.2 Limitations of Proximity

#### 3.2.1 Timeliness

To evaluate Proximity’s timeliness, we compared the time Proximity scores appear with the time CCRs are established. Proximity scores are calculated using events garnered instantaneously; while, CCRs are established after changes are committed. We obtained the date when the first contribution to the Proximity score occurred by considering the timestamp for the first overlapping event for a developer pair recorded in the Mylyn context data. Similarly, we considered the time the CCRs are first identified by considering the timestamp when the first technical dependency appears in the commits for a developer pair. Parallel work intervals last 102 days on average. The first evidence of Proximity is detected on average 14.2 days after parallel work begins. The first CCR detection happens 60.7 days on average after the beginning of concurrent work (a delay of 46.5 days). Fig. 3 shows the probability density functions illustrating the distribution of days before Proximity is detected, days before CCRs are detected, and, for reference, task duration in days over the entire dataset. It illustrates that a coordination need is likely to be detected via Proximity much earlier than via CCRs.

In answering RQ1: Timely coordination recommendations are possible with Proximity, which obtains developer actions as they occur through existing IDE monitoring facilities and analyzes the overlap of those actions to detect a comprehensive set of coordination needs.

#### 3.2.2 Limitations of Proximity

While Proximity was able to detect coordination needs between pairs of developers in a timely way, it was not efficient. Developers often work on many tasks in parallel, so being aware of only which other developers they need to coordinate with does not provide enough context to allow for focused and efficient coordination. Developers are left to decide which of their tasks or code changes require coordination. The techniques we developed in answering RQ2 and RQ3 intend to address this limitation.

### 3.3 Efficient Detection of Coordination Needs

RQ2: Can a smaller set of more efficient coordination recommendations be identified?

We interviewed developers and performed an in-depth analysis of coordination needs on the Mylyn project to understand how we could make our recommendations more efficient. After this deep exploration, we developed a technique, ProximityML, which automatically detects coordination needs efficiently.

#### 3.3.1 Developer Interviews

We conducted semi-structured interviews with six developers of the Mylyn project (one junior and five senior developers). The goal was to understand their perspectives on coordination recommendations. The interviews lasted 45 minutes on average. We describe the two main recommendations that emerged from these interviews.

#### 3.3.2 Minimize the Number of Recommendations

To better understand the types of recommendations that would be most useful to developers we asked: How would you decide if you would act on coordination needs? What type of time window for recommending coordination needs do you think would be useful and why? The interviewees stated that the number of recommendations must be small. Too many recommendations would overwhelm the developers.

---

![Fig. 3. Proximity Algorithm Timeliness relative to that of CCRs.](image)

---
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er. This could affect the efficiency of the developers and cause them to ignore all recommendations. This is in line with previous research on the risk of information overload in awareness tools [41], [69].

The developers noted that not all dependencies between tasks require coordination. For example, when looking at a potential coordination need, one developer stated, “[the two tasks] are both working on the same area of code, but I don’t see a direct need for coordination.” Another developer focused on the simplicity of some tasks regardless of their technical dependencies saying on simple tasks, “I wouldn’t consider coordinating anything with anyone, I would just go in fix it, close the bug and be done with it.” The coordination recommendations should be limited to those that matter to the developers.

We used these two recommendations – identify coordination needs between pairs of tasks and minimize the number of recommendations – to explore ways of providing more efficient coordination recommendations. We adjusted Proximity to identify coordination needs between pairs of tasks instead of developers to provide better-scoped awareness (Section 3.3.2). We analyzed coordination needs to identify ways to minimize the number of recommendations (Section 3.3.3). Section 3.4 describes the resulting technique, ProximityML, and its evaluation.

3.3.2 Modifying Proximity to Identify Coordination Needs between Pairs of Tasks

To detect coordination needs between pairs of tasks, we applied Proximity at the individual task level rather than at the developer level. This was done by aggregating the captured developer actions at the individual task level. Since the events were aggregated at the task level, a Proximity score indicates the existence of and strength of a coordination need between pairs of tasks.

We calculated Proximity scores between tasks in the Mylyn release 3.2 which had 245 tasks (29,890 task pairs). We found 2,209 task pairs with Proximity scores > 0, and 226 of the 245 tasks (>92%) were found to require coordination with at least one other task. This led us to believe that Proximity, when computed between pairs of tasks as opposed to pairs of developers, signaled too many coordination recommendations. We, therefore, considered ways to minimize the number of recommendations.

3.3.3 In-depth Study of Mylyn Critical Coordination Needs to Minimize the Number of Recommendations

We examined ways to focus our recommendations on those that the team would act on – the more critical coordination needs. When considering any technical dependency between a pair of tasks as a coordination need, we risk identifying even very trivial dependencies that do not need coordination. We, therefore, performed a thorough analysis of task records to identify when more critical coordination needs occur using content analysis and manual coding (Section 3.3.3.1). We define our conceptualization of a critical coordination need and evaluate the criticality of the coordination needs experienced by the team in Section 3.3.3.2. Finally, we performed a thorough analysis of these more critical coordination needs to identify additional properties that characterize those coordination needs (Section 3.3.3.3). We used these properties in the development of ProximityML, which automatically identifies these more critical coordination needs.

3.3.3.1 Finding Critical Coordination Needs Experienced by Team

A reliable way of capturing coordination needs between tasks is not recorded in existing software repositories. Bugzilla, for example, allows developers to indicate dependencies between tasks, but this may not capture all coordination needs or may capture trivial dependencies that do not require coordination. In addition, a recent study by Aranda and Venolia [1] found repositories like Bugzilla often provide incomplete information because of omission, oversight, or project conventions.

To better understand the more critical coordination

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Somewhat</th>
<th>Very</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task Discussion Similarity:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task discussions often include details of the task and any problems that have been encountered. We asked the coders to rate the similarity of the discussions occurring on each task.</td>
<td>The discussions of the two tasks do not share any of the same concepts.</td>
<td>The two task discussions refer to common aspects of the system from the perspective of EITHER the user (system features) or the system architecture (specific reference to code, modules, etc.) OR The two task discussions indicate that the problems may be occurring in the same area of the code.</td>
<td>The two task discussions refer to common aspects of the system from the perspective of BOTH the user (system features) and the system architecture (specific reference to code, modules, etc.) OR The two task discussions refer to the same or similar problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence of Task Conflict:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task conflict is the epitome of a coordination need and often indications of conflicts exist in the task discussions (explicitly or implicitly). We asked the coders to look for such evidence.</td>
<td>The discussion in the two tasks does not seem to indicate that the two tasks were conflicting in any way.</td>
<td>The discussion in one of the tasks does not explicitly mention a conflict between the two tasks. However, based on reviewing the timing of the tasks and their discussions, it seems there may have been a conflict between the two tasks that the team may not have been aware of at the time.</td>
<td>It is apparent based on the timing of the tasks and the discussion thread that there was a conflict between the pair of tasks. The conflict is clearly discussed and may or may not explicitly link the two tasks by ID.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
needs experienced by the team, we turned to content analysis and manual coding techniques [7] that are well established in other research fields [48] and have also recently been used in Software Engineering [54]. To perform the manual coding, we developed a coding scheme with detailed task pair scoring criteria. We used a data driven method and reviewed several task pairs in which the need for coordination is explicitly discussed within the task reports. By analyzing these task pairs, we established four characteristics that appeared within the task reports indicating a coordination need. These were: (1) task summary similarity, (2) task discussion similarity, (3) evidence of task conflict, and (4) artifact overlap.

We obtained practical validation of these four characteristics through interviews with the Mylyn developers. Without indicating our identified characteristics, we asked three senior developers what they would look for within task reports that would indicate a need for coordination that they would act on. All three developers stated they would review the discussion threads on the task reports looking for references to similar features or problems, similar areas of the code, or conflicts occurring between the tasks. Two of the developers did not think the task summary would provide enough information since the summary is often incomplete or inaccurate. None of the developers suggested looking at overlapping artifacts between the two tasks. Artifact overlap suffers from the same problem that we are trying to solve, that is, it considers coordination needs between too many task pairs.

We, therefore, removed two task characteristics and established the two characteristics – task discussion similarity and evidence of task conflict – that allow for the identification of the more critical coordination needs between tasks. We put together a coding scheme that provided guidance on how each task pair should be rated for the two characteristics. The guidelines, which rate each characteristic on a three-point scale, are shown in Table 4.

To perform the content analysis, we used the relevant task information collected from the Bugzilla change reports for releases 3.1 and 3.2, the two releases in our dataset with the largest number of tasks. Each task was summarized in an easily digestible format, which allowed for side-by-side comparison.

To prepare the set of task pairs, we identified each task pair as either a potential critical coordination need or not. We considered a pair of tasks as a potential critical coordination need if the pair met one or more of the following criteria: the tasks had a high Proximity score where high is greater than mean + (2 × stddev) of Proximity scores over all pairs; the tasks were marked as dependent or duplicate within their Bugzilla records; the tasks were cross-referenced in their discussions; the tasks were dependent on the same task (the team often uses this relationship to track subtasks of a large task); or the tasks were marked with the same tag. Once each task pair was designated as either a potential coordination need or not, we used a random number generator to select pairs from each set. We selected 155 potential critical coordination needs and 195 that were likely not coordination needs for a total set of 350 pairs. The number of pairs was based on the time availability of the coders.

We used two external people familiar with software development practices to perform the manual coding. To ensure higher confidence, the two coders performed the content analysis and coding independently. After each of the coders completed 12 task pairs, the two coders compared their findings and discussed differences as a way to calibrate amongst each other. Another comparison and calibration round was carried out after 100 task pairs. We checked intercoder reliability with Krippendorff’s alpha measure [48]. We obtained a Krippendorff score of .91 for task discussion similarity and .87 for evidence of task conflict, which are indicative of high intercoder reliability.

We considered any task pair that was rated positively (somewhat or very on our scale in Table 4) for either characteristic as a more critical coordination need experienced by the team. We removed the task pairs for which the coders had a conflicting outcome leaving us with 313 task pairs. These task pairs serve as our ground truth, which we use for evaluation and analysis purposes in the rest of the paper. In this ground truth, 32 task pairs were identified as more critical coordination needs by the coders.

### 3.3.3.2 Defining Measures of Criticality

With a set of coordination needs that matter to the developers – the more critical coordination needs – we explored a way to measure criticality to use for the evaluation of our techniques. While previous research has proposed ways to rank the most important coordination needs at the developer level by considering the number of task dependencies involved in those coordination needs [28], [51], no prior research has examined the criticality of coordination needs at the task level. We considered two measures to evaluate the criticality of coordination needs at the task level: task duration and change size.

First, fulfilling coordination needs has been shown to reduce task resolution time [12], therefore we examined the durations of the tasks involved in the coordination needs. We computed task duration using the Mylyn context events. Since these events detail exactly when developers begin and complete their consultation and modification of artifacts for each task, we can compute the actual time developers spent working on a task. Long-duration tasks with coordination needs are likely the ones that can benefit the most from the productivity benefits provided by increased awareness and focused coordination.

Second, since the Mylyn team noted that they do not coordinate on simple or trivial tasks, we examined the complexity of the tasks involved in coordination needs. Cataldo et al. found that change size, measured as the number of code files modified for a task, is an accurate measure of task complexity [12]. We, therefore, adopted change size as our metric of task complexity.
Change size and task duration are moderately correlated in our data set (Spearman rho = 0.58, p < 2.2e-16). Task complexity is one of many factors that may influence a task’s duration. Considering complexity with task duration helps us to avoid a bias towards tasks whose long duration may be due to some other factors that would not benefit as much from awareness and coordination, like low priority or inexperienced developers.

To examine whether the 32 coordination needs identified by the coders are indeed critical using our measures, we analyzed their task duration and change size. The tasks have significant differences in both measures (results in Table 5). We therefore consider task duration and change size as our measures of criticality henceforth.

3.3.3 Understanding What Distinguishes Critical Coordination Needs

To identify techniques that could minimize recommendations and focus on the more critical coordination needs, we thoroughly examined the critical coordination needs experienced by the team identified through manual coding. We examined task pair properties of these critical coordination needs and compared them to the other manually coded task pairs to identify properties that can distinguish the more critical coordination needs. The task properties we examined include (1) architecture-related properties available from the project’s change request database such as: the affected product, component, platform and operating system (OS) of the task and (2) modularity characteristics of the software artifacts involved in each task.

We examined the architecture-related properties by checking if the tasks involved in each task pair shared the same product, component, platform, or OS. We found that the more critical coordination needs are more likely to share the same component, platform and OS when compared to all other task pairs (results in Table 6).

To consider the modularity characteristics of the software artifacts involved in each task, we derived a Design Rule Hierarchy (DRH) [70] of the Mylyn code base for the two releases of interest. A DRH assigns software artifacts to modules based on technical dependencies within the code. It clusters modules into “layers” where each layer depends only on the layers above. The DRH modules and layers allow us to identify potential coordination needs by considering three categories of work:

1. Same Layer Same Module (SLSM) pairs: Two tasks include edits to artifacts that have a dependency and are in the same module. These represent potential coordination needs.
2. Across Layer (AL) pairs: Two tasks include edits to artifacts that have a dependency and are in different modules and different layers. These represent potential coordination needs.
3. Same Layer Different Module (SLDM) pairs: Two tasks include edits to artifacts that are in different modules of the same layer. By definition, there are no dependencies between these artifacts, so these are not coordination needs.

For illustration purposes, Fig. 4 shows a hypothetical DRH. The large thick-bordered boxes represent the layers while the boxes within the layers represent modules. The X’s show the dependencies between the modules. Tasks 1 and 2 are an SLSM pair since they are operating on the same module. Tasks 2 and 3 are a SLDM pair since they are operating on different modules but within the same layer.

### TABLE 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coordination Needs</th>
<th>Other Task Pairs</th>
<th>Mann-Whitney Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Num. Tasks</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change Size</td>
<td>8.2 files</td>
<td>5.3 files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Duration</td>
<td>26.8 days</td>
<td>19.9 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Coordination Needs</th>
<th>Other Task Pairs</th>
<th>Chi-Squared Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task Pair Count</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># with Proximity &gt; 0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>x = 34.2; p &lt; 0.001; $\phi$ = 0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># with same Product</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>x = 0; p = 1; $\phi$ = 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># with same Component</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>x = 29.5; p &lt; 0.001; $\phi$ = 0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># with same Platform</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>x = 10.9; p &lt; 0.001; $\phi$ = 0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># with Same OS</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>x = 5.8; p = 0.02; $\phi$ = 0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mann-Whitney Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Coordination Needs</th>
<th>Other Task Pairs</th>
<th>Chi-Squared Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean SLSM</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>U = 7101.5; Z = 6.9; p &lt; 0.001; r = 0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean SLDM</td>
<td>6.94</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>U = 1756.5; Z = 0.54; p = 0.29; r = 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean AL</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>U = 7247.5; Z = 6.5; p &lt; 0.001; r = 0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 4. Design Rule Hierarchy Example [70].
are operating on the same layer but on different modules. Tasks 1 and 3 are an AL pair since they are operating on modules in different layers with a dependency.

The Mylyn DRH consists of 11 layers and 671 modules in release 3.1 and 11 layers and 786 modules in release 3.2. We identified the associated DRH layer and module for each java artifact edited for each task and calculated the number of SLSMs, SLDMs and ALs for each task pair.

A Mann-Whitney test of difference in distribution shows that there is a statistically significant higher number of SLSMs and ALs in the critical coordination needs, but there is not a significant difference for the number of SLDMs (results shown in Table 6). This is consistent with the results by Wong et al. [70] that found developers engaged in SLSM and AL pairs coordinate significantly more than those engaged in SLDM pairs.

In addition to Proximity scores, we determined the following set of task pair properties that differentiate critical coordination needs from all other task pairs:

- Within same component
- Within same platform
- Within same operating system
- Number of SLSMs
- Number of ALs

### 3.3.4 Automatically Detecting Critical Coordination Needs: ProximityML

We developed ProximityML, which considers Proximity scores and these properties to automatically detect critical coordination needs. It identifies coordination needs between tasks and uses Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification techniques [16] to minimize the recommendations to the more critical coordination needs. The name, ProximityML, means Proximity + machine learning.

An SVM is a supervised machine learning classification algorithm. Given a training set, it produces a model that can be used to predict the classification of unknown instances given a set of known parameters of those unknown instances [16]. We used Proximity scores and the other properties that were found to distinguish critical coordination needs in Section 3.3.3.3 as the known parameters for each task pair. SVM was selected because of its accuracy in general and its tolerance to noise and irrelevant, redundant and interdependent attributes [46].

In our previous publication, we used the k-nearest neighbor algorithm [17] due to the simplicity of implementing the algorithm and the exploratory nature of that study. We also previously examined the DRH properties differently, considering the number of overlapping layers and modules between task pairs. Here we report from an improved analysis that considers the number of SLSMs and ALs as a much better predictor of coordination needs since these types of overlaps are directly related to dependencies in the code base. The results we achieved with SVM far surpass those achieved using the k-nearest neighbor algorithm in our previous publication where we achieved high recall but a precision score of 0.09 [6].

We used LIBSVM [14] as our implementation of the SVM algorithm. LIBSVM is a java software package that provides support vector classification. It performs data scaling, parameter selection and model creation automatically. It ensures the data scaling is consistent across all data sets based on the range of each parameter in each set. For example, if a parameter in the training set had a range of [-10, +10] and the same parameter had a range of [-9, +12] in the test set, that parameter would be scaled to a range of [-1, +1] in the training set and to a range of [-0.9, +1.2] in the test set. To perform parameter selection, the LIBSVM library uses the RBF (radial basis function) kernel. It estimates the accuracy of each combination of parameters through cross validation (CV). The parameter combination with the highest CV score is selected.

### 3.3.4.1 Evaluation of ProximityML

We examined the accuracy, criticality, reliability and timeliness of the ProximityML recommendations. We used the dataset that had been manually coded through content analysis as our ground truth (in Section 3.3.3.1) to train and evaluate the machine learning algorithm. This set includes 313 total task pairs with 32 coded as critical coordination needs. The task pairs from release 3.1 (200 task pairs with 18 critical coordination needs) were used as a training set, while the task pairs from release 3.2 (113 task pairs with 14 critical coordination needs) were used as the evaluation set. Each parameter in our training set was linearly scaled to the range [-1, +1]. The parameters in the unknown and evaluation sets were scaled accordingly based on their range compared to the training set.

#### 3.3.4.1.1 Efficiency: Accuracy

ProximityML significantly reduced the number of coordination recommendations compared to Proximity alone. Proximity produced 2,209 coordination recommendations, whereas ProximityML only 394, a reduction of 82%.

### TABLE 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proximity</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProximityML</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coordination Recommendations</th>
<th>Other Task Pairs</th>
<th>Mann-Whitney Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tasks (count)</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change Size</td>
<td>5.6 files</td>
<td>4.0 files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Duration</td>
<td>12.16 days</td>
<td>2.3 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We compared the Proximity and ProximityML coordination recommendations with the ground truth critical coordination needs established through content analysis and manual coding. The differences in precision, recall, and f1-score of Proximity and ProximityML are shown in Table 7 for the 113 task pairs in our evaluation set. ProximityML had both high precision (low false positives) and recall (low false negatives) resulting in high overall accuracy, as shown by the f1-score. While a small number of coordination needs may be missed when employing ProximityML, it does not risk introducing a large number of false positives. On the other hand, Proximity has no false negatives, but a high number of false positives. Overall, ProximityML is much more accurate than Proximity.

A Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve plots the true positive rate against the false positive rate for a binary classifier. The ROC curve shown in Fig. 5 illustrates the good performance of our classifier with the Area Under the Curve (AUC) equal to 0.8544. To prevent overfitting, we performed a grid search on C and γ using 10-fold cross-validation and obtained an average cross-validation (CV) rate of 92.0 with the best $c = 2^7$ and $γ = 2^{-7}$. Across the 10 folds, we saw little variance in our results with the lowest accuracy at 85% and the highest accuracy at 100% (standard deviation was 4.6). This high CV rate across each fold indicates we have a stable model that is able to accurately predict different samples; thus, we have avoided overfitting our model.

3.3.4.1.2 Efficiency: Criticality

We examined the ProximityML coordination recommendations using our two measures of criticality described in Section 3.3.3.2: change size and task duration. We see a strong, significant difference in both change size and task duration between the ProximityML coordination recommendations and all other tasks pairs (Table 8).

In addition, Mann-Whitney tests show both the change size and task durations of the tasks involved in the coordination recommendations are significantly different when comparing the ProximityML and Proximity methods (Table 9). The ProximityML coordination recommendation tasks’ durations are significantly longer and change size is significantly bigger. This suggests that the properties used to enhance the Proximity metric and our machine learning techniques are identifying the more critical coordination needs.

In answering RQ2: We conclude that, by using additional task properties, ProximityML, was able to identify efficient coordination recommendations by identifying coordination needs between pairs of tasks and narrowing the set of identified coordination needs. Of course, we can not conclude that we have identified all of or the most critical coordination needs. However, we have shown that ProximityML can identify a subset of the more critical coordination needs with a low number of false positives and false negatives.

3.4 Timely and Efficient Detection of Coordination Needs

RQ3: Can this smaller set of more efficient coordination rec-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 9</th>
<th>Coordination Recommendations Criticality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proximity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change Size</td>
<td>4.3 files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Duration</td>
<td>9.1 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To answer this research question, we examined the (1) reliability of ProximityML recommendations over time and (2) timeliness of the recommendations to ensure that the addition of machine learning and additional properties did not affect the timeliness provided by Proximity.

We ran our machine learning techniques on our time-ordered data, which included each Mylyn context event and Bugzilla update event (task creation and task modifications). We streamed the data, one event at a time, to replicate the actual progression of development work and live collection of the data. We ran the machine learning algorithms to calculate coordination recommendations after every event. We performed this exercise on Mylyn release 3.2 data. The machine learner was pre-trained with the training set. Since data was streamed one event at a time, the machine learner initially had no knowledge of any data beyond the training set. This allowed us to evaluate the start-up behavior of ProximityML.

3.4.1 Reliability

To evaluate its reliability, we recomputed the ProximityML coordination recommendations after each event. Reliability is important because a tool that continuously changes its recommendations would not be trusted. Murphy and Murphy-Hill [58] found that users’ trust immediately drops when a tool produces an irrelevant recommendation. A recommendation must only be made once it is firmly established as a critical coordination need. We would not expect one developer action to drastically alter the predicted coordination recommendations.

After each event, we examined the identified ProximityML coordination needs. At each point in time, we looked to see how many of the coordination recommendations were not included in the final set of ProximityML recommendations (those detected after all events have

Fig. 5. ROC Curve shows ProximityML is able to accurately identify more critical coordination needs.
been streamed). We consider any coordination recommendation that does not appear in the final set of ProximityML recommendations a false positive for the purposes of this exercise. Fig. 6 shows the number of coordination recommendations as well as false positives that have been identified after each new event is introduced over the duration of the entire dataset. We observe that there is a small period of unreliability during the early stage of the data streaming where our technique produces many recommendations due to the limited amount of data available. After a brief initialization period, the results are reliable with a minimal number of false positives.

### 3.4.2 Timeliness

To examine the timeliness of the ProximityML coordination recommendations, we identified the timestamp when ProximityML first identified each of the 394 ProximityML coordination recommendations. Ideally, we could compare when ProximityML identified each of these coordination recommendations with when the team first identified the corresponding coordination need. However, we only have evidence of when 19 of these coordination needs were recognized by the team through the dependency data available in the Bugzilla reports. We identified dependencies within Bugzilla reports in three ways (1) the explicitly marked “depends on/blocks” relationship, (2) the “duplicate” relationship between tasks, and (3) the task cross-referencing relationship. We examined these 19 coordination needs that were both identified by ProximityML and in their Bugzilla reports.

Sixteen of these 19 recognized coordination needs were known dependencies at the time of the second task creation. These tasks represent either task/subtask relationships or offshoot tasks where some new task is created based on something that was discovered during the development of the first task. In these cases, we cannot expect ProximityML to perform better than the development team. Still, in all but one case, ProximityML automatically identifies these recognized coordination needs promptly after the creation of the second task: as shown in Fig. 7, most are identified on the same day or the day after the second task is created. The team did not identify the remaining three recognized coordination needs until sometime later during the development of the second task. ProximityML identifies two of these recognized coordination needs on the same day as the team and one more than a month before the team.

While this represents only a small set of recognized coordination needs, it shows the promise of ProximityML to automatically provide timely awareness to the development team. Since it provides both accurate detection and early recognition, ProximityML delivers recommendations that are actionable. This is especially important when those coordination needs are not immediately evident to the team members. Since we have no direct way to compare the time of detection for the remaining 375 unrecognized coordination needs, we instead analyzed the timeliness of the detection of CRs relative to the start of overlapping work. The start of overlapping work was calculated by considering the timestamp of overlapping Mylyn context events for each coordination need. ProximityML coordination recommendations are identified on average 3.6 days after the start of overlapping work with the median detection on the same day as the start of overlapping work. This provides actionable recommendations considering the average development duration for tasks in this data set is nearly 25 days. Fig. 8 illustrates the timeliness with probability density functions showing that ProximityML typically produces coordination recommendations when overlapping work starts or shortly after. In some cases, ProximityML even produced coordination recommendations just before the start of overlapping work due to the inclusion of the other task properties triggering the recommendation. We believe that this early detection makes the ProximityML coordination recommendations actionable.

In answering RQ3: ProximityML produces a smaller set of coordination recommendations as the coordination needs emerge making ProximityML timely and efficient.

### 4 Discussion

In this paper, we described our exploration to provide timely and efficient coordination recommendations in software teams. Our work started from the premise that IDE logging facilities provide a rich set of data that can support automatic detection of coordination needs. Tools, such as Mylyn, Tasktop Dev and Cubeon, log the actions developers take as they interact in their IDE. Since IDE monitoring captures developer actions as they occur it can be used for timely identification of coordination needs. We studied the development of the Mylyn project.
itself, since their developers consistently utilize the Mylyn plugin and, thus, the dataset of captured developer actions is large. We used this data to develop and validate our techniques. Our first technique, Proximity, considered the overlap between the artifacts consulted and modified by developers to identify timely coordination needs. Proximity provided timely and accurate recognition of coordination needs between pairs of developers. To provide more efficient recommendations, we also explored ways to detect coordination needs between pairs of tasks, a level of analysis more granular than the developer level. To avoid information overload and a high number of false positives, we leveraged a set of task properties that distinguished the more critical coordination needs. We used machine learning on Proximity scores and those task properties and to filter recommendations to the more critical coordination needs, providing a smaller number of critical coordination recommendations. The final outcome of this exploration is our technique, ProximityML, which uses task properties for timely and efficient coordination needs recommendation.

4.1 Using ProximityML in Other Projects
ProximityML can be used in other projects, provided they utilize IDE logging facilities, by considering each of its components: (1) a ground truth of critical coordination needs, (2) task properties that distinguish critical coordination needs, and (3) an SVM machine learning algorithm.

Develop Ground Truth: First, a set of task pairs with known critical coordination needs and a set of task pairs that do not require coordination must be identified. These can be established using the manual coding guidelines we developed in Section 3.3.3.1 or through consultation with the development team. The ground truth will be used to analyze task properties and train the machine learner.

Identify Relevant Task Properties: A list of properties that, in addition to Proximity scores, can distinguish critical coordination needs must be identified for the project. While it is likely that the properties described in our analysis of the Mylyn project data will also apply to other projects, they may not be universally applicable due to specific project processes or conventions. A list of project-specific task properties can be identified by comparing the ground truth critical coordination needs with task pairs that do not require coordination as described in Section 3.3.3.3 for the Mylyn project. A statistical evaluation can support this discovery process, and help identify properties that differ significantly for the known critical coordination needs.

SVM machine learning algorithm: With the ground truth and task properties, the technique described in Section 3.3.4 can be applied. The input to the SVM machine learner is the training set (ground truth) where each instance of the training set is classified (critical coordination need or not) and described by the selected properties. After training the machine learner, unknown task pairs can be classified by providing the values of the selected properties. When task pairs that are classified as critical coordination needs, coordination recommendations can be made to the developers assigned to those tasks.

4.2 Implications for Research
Our study has several important implications for software engineering research.

Implication #1: IDE logging data holds significant promise for software engineering researchers. We found that the data that can be obtained by monitoring the actions developers take within their IDE can be useful for coordination awareness since the data is timely and provides rich information about the context of a developer’s activities. While there are some other examples of software engineering studies that have leveraged this data [32], [36], [43], [59], IDE logging facilities have so far received limited attention in research. However, the data they provide has significant potential, and researchers can continue to study ways to exploit this valuable source of data.

Implication #2: Awareness of tasks leads to forms of implicit coordination. An important finding emerging from our interviews was how the developers described they would attend to coordination needs. Communication has been found to be the main form of coordination in software teams [47]. However, all of the senior developers indicated that, upon receiving a recommendation of a coordination need between tasks, they would simply review the related task to obtain details of how that task impacts their own work as a first step rather than communicating with the assignee of the other task. This review would result in awareness of the related task. They would avoid interrupting the developer assigned to the other task, even if it meant delaying their own task. One developer stated “just by looking at the bug report too, you can rule out your potential need to go interrupt that person or figure out, alright I’ll just hold off my development until they are done or whatever the case may be, instead of actually going and interrupting that person. So you can glean a lot of information from that report just by being aware of the similar reports you should be looking at.” Reviewing the appropriate related tasks could be seen as a form of stigmergic coordination [9], [29] on the Mylyn project since the team encourages documentation of all task details within the task report. We discuss how a tool based on our technique can support implicit and stigmergic coordination in Section 4.3.
Implication #3: Effects of implicit coordination in software engineering need further study. Many existing empirical studies on coordination examine explicit (and easily traceable) means of communication such as email, chat or meetings. We believe it is equally important to take into account other means of coordination. For example, studies that use measures for Socio-Technical Congruence (STC) [12], [52] could be improved by also considering metrics for awareness about tasks as sufficient coordination to fulfill a coordination need. Future studies should examine this possibility by considering either tasks that developers are watching or have subscribed to or tasks that have been reviewed by developers, which can be obtained through IDE monitoring facilities when developers view the task report within the IDE. Further information on developer awareness of tasks or of other developers can be garnered from “social” features that have recently been introduced in software repositories and development communities like GitHub [18].

4.3 Implications for Tool Design

Our work shows the potential of a support tool for developers that automatically recognizes coordination needs between pairs of tasks as they emerge by leveraging IDE logging. Such a tool could be used to automate task dependency management, provide awareness both within and across teams, and support coordination among developers. The envisioned tool could incrementally and unobtrusively learn from coordination actions taken by the team (discussions, cross-referencing of task pairs, etc.) to continuously improve its accuracy. It should have a large pool of potential parameters and perform parameter selection based on incremental learning to ensure that the parameters are best suited for the development processes and practices of the team. Our work indicates some main design guidelines for such a tool.

Guideline #1: The tool must be unobtrusive. The developers we interviewed suggested displaying coordination recommendations either within the task reports themselves, which developers often consult throughout development, or within an IDE plug-in. The recommendations should include links to the other task reports and any other relevant task information to allow the developer to easily gather information about the task on their own, without interrupting the developer assigned to the other task. It could also include an easy way to display the areas of code that are overlapping or conflicting. There should be in-tool coordination mechanisms including email, Skype, Yammer or other communication software used by the project. However, developers should have a way to flag themselves as busy to avoid interruption when necessary. A tool might also consider the priority of a task when making recommendations or when displaying the available options on how to fulfill the coordination need. Perhaps low priority tasks would only suggest implicit types of coordination.

Guideline #2: The tool must balance the relevance and timeliness of the coordination need to provide the most valuable recommendations. A tool would likely introduce a form of decay for the coordination recommendations as the involved tasks aged. It would also need to identify a time window of interest for tasks to incur a coordination need (i.e. only currently overlapping tasks or tasks that were worked no more than two weeks apart). This time window should be a tunable attribute since different developers may have different preferences. From our interviews, we learned that understanding very relevant tasks that were completed much earlier in the project’s timeframe could still be useful in some cases. For example, when the new task is attempting to tackle the same issue as a previous unsuccessful task. One developer said “you may be doing something that someone tried 5 years ago, and they have information about why it failed.” This illustrates another way developers may use such a tool, i.e. for gaining awareness of tasks rather than for explicit coordination. Relevant coordination needs may be displayed regardless of the completion status of the other task.

Guideline #3: The tool should consider the experience level of the developer when making recommendations. The developers we interviewed believed more experienced developers would benefit the most from awareness of coordination needs since they have the knowledge to understand the related tasks. While previous research [66] found that developers consider the expertise of others before initiating coordination, our findings suggest that the expertise of the developers themselves may impact what coordination they deem necessary. More junior developers may want a smaller set of only extremely relevant recommendations. Tools, therefore, may need to consider not only the properties of tasks, but also the task assignee.

Guideline #4: The tool should support implicit coordination [9], [29]. Our interviewees would prefer to gather task information themselves rather than interrupting a task assignee. While the Mylyn team strives to record all information related to each task within the corresponding Bugzilla report, tools for augmented support could be devised. There has been some research in this area; Rastkar and Murphy [61] summarize email threads related to a specific bug report. However, there are many other forums (IRC, Skype chats, etc.) and information sources (design documentation, requirement specifications, etc.) that may hold information relevant to a task. The awareness tool described above could be improved by providing a summary of the tasks involved in a coordination need so the developer can quickly browse the information. A tool could summarize the task report [53] and all task information from these various sources and prioritize and highlight the most relevant information. The developer could view additional details of tasks that require further investigation. Such a tool would enable more efficient awareness of other tasks.

4.4 Threats to Validity

One threat to validity is that our findings derive from a study of a single project with a moderate number of developers and tasks. Our results could be affected by specificities of the project. To mitigate this risk, we performed a detailed analysis of Proximity using eight versions of the Mylyn project. ProximityML was evaluated using a release with large number (29,890) of task pairs. We inter-
viewed developers to understand the team’s coordination practices and problems. Our detailed analysis of this project allowed us to better understand when critical coordination needs and how to identify them.

Our interviewees were all Mylyn contributors and were self-selected. While we reached saturation in our results, they may not generalize to other projects. However, many interviewees discussed their experiences on other software projects in addition to the Mylyn development project.

The manual coding and content analysis also introduce a possible risk of unreliable results since the coding is subjective in nature. However, we had two independent coders and achieved high intercoder reliability indicating that this risk has been mitigated.

Another issue is that we were limited in the number of task properties that we could investigate. There may be additional, or even better, properties that could be used to differentiate the overall set of potential coordination needs and highlight the most important ones. The properties that are relevant in this study may not be as relevant in others. In addition, all properties may not be portable across different bug tracking systems.

Our measure of task duration, which we used to evaluate the criticality of coordination needs between tasks, could be affected by other factors, such as the priority of the tasks, workload of the team, physical location of the developers, and experience level of the developers. However, Cataldo et al. [12] found that while these factors impact development time, the impact of unmanaged coordination needs is also significant. In our Mylyn study, this risk is further mitigated by the characteristics of the Mylyn project itself and the general nature of open source projects. The Mylyn team is comprised of well-established, experienced developers. Open source projects are accustomed to working in distributed environments [57], [66], and developer overload is not a large concern, since contributors choose which tasks to work on [57].

5 RELATED WORK

Several lines of research are dedicated to reducing conflicts and promoting coordination between developers including schedule optimization techniques [26], [43], configuration management conflict detection techniques [5], [25], [64], and Coordination Requirement detection methods [12], [28], [50], [51].

Schedule optimization is one way to reduce conflicts between tasks. di Penta et al. [26] found that optimization of project scheduling can reduce coordination overhead through evaluation of their search-based optimization techniques [26]. A more recent tool, Cassandra [43], identifies potential conflicts between tasks based on the files in their workspaces and suggests optimal scheduling to avoid those conflicts. While these schedule optimization techniques can certainly reduce coordination needs of a development team, they will not be able to fully eliminate the need for coordination. This is particularly true when the schedule is tight and large amounts of work need to be done in parallel despite the conflicts that may arise.

Another approach is to detect conflicts early to allow for coordination. Tools, like Palantīr [64], were built on top of configuration management systems. Palantīr helps alert developers of possible conflicts by letting them know which other developers are making changes to the files they are currently modifying. It also considers one type of indirect conflicts by considering changes made to the signature of a method that affect other artifacts that call that method. However, Palantīr provides only a list of notifications regarding each potential conflict and does not provide a cumulative view of coordination needs. It also risks information overload since it provides notifications for every potential conflict at the source code level. FastDash [5] and CollabVS [25] are other examples of conflict detection tools that suffer from the same limitations as Palantīr. Compared to ProximityML, these approaches are not efficient due to their risk of information overload and their lack of complete view of coordination needs.

Cataldo et al. [12] were the first to introduce a framework for establishing a cumulative view of coordination needs between developers. Their method establishes Coordination Requirements between developers who are working on dependent tasks. Task dependencies are approximated by logical dependencies [31] between artifacts involved in those tasks. Data about logical dependencies is obtained by mining the source control repository of the project for commits. Although some ways to rank Coordination Requirements by importance [28], [51] have been presented, current methods do not differentiate between less or more intense Coordination Requirements or distinguish between different kinds of coordination needs. There are several awareness tools [3], [24], [56], [62] that detect Coordination Requirements between pairs of developers. Compared to ProximityML, the existing Coordination Requirement detection methods and tools are not timely due to their reliance on commit data. They are also less efficient, since they provide recommendations only between pairs of developers and leave the developers to determine what to coordinate about.

6 CONCLUSION

Our techniques leverage IDE logging facilities that capture developer actions as they occur allowing for timely detection of coordination needs. They also leverage a set of task properties to focus our recommendations on the more critical coordination needs. The techniques described in this paper can be used to create a support tool for developers that automatically and non-intrusively recognizes coordination needs between pairs of tasks as they emerge and focuses on the more critical recommendations to minimize information overload. Such a tool could be used to automate task dependency management, provide awareness both within and across teams, and support coordination among developers. Avenues for future work include developing such a support tool and continuing our investigation to identify additional properties that characterize critical coordination needs.
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